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About Me

• Computer science senior 

• Passionate about the intersection of technology and business

• Advocate for inclusion and diversity in the workforce 

• Information Technology Technician at College of Music

• Began as an intern through InternFSU program

• Responsibilities include help desk support and hardware/software 

troubleshooting

• Lead developer of the Piano Technology Tracker project 



Piano Technology Department

• Led by Li Yeoh and Rich Fell, a team 
6 technicians

• Oversees all aspects of the pianos at 
FSU (approximately 300!) including 
maintenance, repair, and overall 
functionality 

• Manages 500 concerts annually with 
pianos used in 80% of them

• Also offers an advance, graduate 
level academic program 



Gazelle Software

• Industry-standard piano inventory management software

• All-in-one business management software for piano 
technicians

• Designed to help piano service professionals streamline 
business operations, enhance customer experience, and 
facilitate business growth effortlessly

• Key Features:
• Tracks pianos with their information (make, type, year)

• Assigns pianos to technicians

• Set tunings for pianos



Gazelle Software

• Gazelle provided a conventional and user-friendly 
experience 

• Costs about $100 USD per month 

• Limitations: 
• Web application only; lacks a mobile alternative

• Absence of tuning history

• Inability to create piano evaluations

• Lack of functionality for moving pianos by location



The Solution

• My manager tasked me to develop a solution that was 
cost-effective, fully functional, and user-friendly

• This would replace Gazelle and expand features using 
available resources

• Mobile App: simplify piano management for technicians 
using Power Apps, Power Automate, and SQL Server

• Dashboard: organize information in a “master view” with 
Power BI

+                                                       +                                            +



Research

• Pros: easily accessible and manageable 

• Cons: lack of scalabilityExcel 

• Pros: seamless integration with Power Platform

• Cons: complexity due to multiple layers of 
abstraction

Dataverse

• Pros: relational structure, scalability, and seamless 
integration with Power Platform

• Cons: initial setup complexity

SQL 
Server



Microsoft Azure

• Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing 
platform that offers services such as 
analytics, virtual computing, storage, 
and networking

• Utilized the most basic Azure plan 
costing about $4.90 per month to 
create a SQL Server instance and 
database

• Including about 5 DTOs (Data 
Transfer Objects)

• This way the data was being stored 
securely on the cloud and did not rely 
on a physical server



Database Design

• Designed the Piano Tracker database with three tables: 
• Pianos 

• Tunings 

• Evaluations 

• Implemented a relational structure with a primary key 
called Piano ID 

• Piano table: stores information about each piano

• Tunings table: tracks the history of piano tunings, linked to 
pianos through the Piano ID

• Evaluations table: records evaluations of pianos, also linked to 
pianos through the Piano ID



Database Design

• This database diagram shows the relationship 
between the Piano, Tunings, and Evaluations tables



Data Migration

• Manually migrated 300 records from spreadsheet to 
database using SQL queries

• Importing data from Excel to a SQL Server database 
using Export Wizard was too complicated and relied to 
much on server connections

• Maintained data integrity throughout the process, 
ensuring accuracy despite the time-intensive nature of 
the task



Challenges: SQL Server

• Learned that ITS blocks SQL Server port 1433 due to the 
susceptibility to possible external attackers

• Met with an IT security specialist to address the issue and find a 
solution

• Submitted a formal security exception and received 
authorization to bypass the port blocking

• This allowed me to access the database on SQL Server 
Management Studio and make queries (create, insert, update)

• This was my first time using SQL, so there was a big 
learning curve



Power Apps

• Now that the data was stored, I could start developing 
the app that would perform all the actions 

• Microsoft Power Apps is a suite of cloud-based software 
services that enables you to create, customize, and 
share business apps

• It allows you to connect to various data sources, 
including SharePoint, Dynamics 365, Office 365, SQL 
Server, and many others

• With its low-code nature, it helps organizations quickly 
develop solutions to streamline processes



Power Apps

• It has methods to incorporate text, images, buttons, 
galleries, forms, layouts, and functions and formulas

• Power Apps offers pre-built templates that only need to be 
connected to a data source, such as a budget tracker, 
cost estimator, and an employee engagement survey

• However, I built my app from scratch so that I could 
customize every aspect, from layout and branding to 
functionality and user experience



Power Apps



Power Apps



Power Automate

• Power Automate is a Microsoft cloud-based service that 
allows users to automate workflows across various 
applications and services

• With Power Automate, for example, when a file is 
uploaded to a specified OneDrive folder, a flow can be 
set up to automatically create a corresponding task in 
Microsoft Planner for team review and assign it to the 
designated team member

• Once I had finished designing the front end, I used flows 
as “functions” to add, edit, read, and delete piano 
records



Power BI

• Power BI is a business analytics tool that enables users 
to create interactive reports, dashboards, and 
visualizations from various data sources

• Established a connection with the database to ensure 
real-time access to the data

• Used the visualization capabilities to display the three 
tables with their attributes



Power BI



Power BI



Agile Methodology

• Conducted monthly meetings with technicians to 
showcase new features and gather feedback

• The agile method promotes iterative development, 
collaboration, and flexibility to adapt to changing 
requirements throughout the project lifecycle



Demo



Feedback

• The project was a success, resulting in an impressive 
92% reduction in software costs

• Not only did it replace Gazelle, but it had customized 
features and was designed to be used from a phone

“Jonpier was appointed to us after we had been using this one 
software for a few years. It was a free online software, but they 
decided to charge FSU over $100 a month. This is where Jonpier 
stepped up. He was able to save us money, and the software he 

wrote has more features than the other software. It was nice to be 
able to have software customized made for our department.” 

Rich Fell, Piano Technology Program Manager



Key Takeaways

• Microsoft Suite provides a lot resources for designing 
solutions, offering diverse tools and platforms for 
addressing various business needs

• Power Apps and SQL Server integration are a powerful 
connection, simplifying app development even for non-
technical users

• This framework can be used to solve solutions on 
campus using available resources



Thank you!



Please Provide Feedback!
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